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DIY Dining Table

materials

wood

cuts

Be sure to
watch the

Buy or DIY
episode!

Pre-Stain
Stain 
Finish 
Corner Round Bit 
Gold Spray Paint 
Metal Cutting Blade 
11/17” Forstner Bit 
(4) 10” Conduit Pipe
5” Sanding Discs - 120 grit, 220
Strong Adhesive Glue
(4) Thrifted Chairs
Fabric
Jig Saw
Router
Reciprocating Saw
Cotton Rags
Tapered Brush
Drill
2” wood screws
Clamps

materials

Everything you

need only one 

click away!

4x8 Maple Plywood Sheet 
(2) 18” Wood Round
(1) 24” Wood Round

Maple Plywood Cut in Half

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y583NiRRG1Q
http://bit.ly/melissatable
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hang pipes so you can paint

gold pipes after they are dry

NOTE: I like to place a throw away board  
underneath the pipe, because you will most  
likely cut into the table top a little. 

Repeat this step for the remaining 3 pipes. clamp pipes and cut with reciprocating saw

repeat to cut all pipes

tie a screw to the end to hold pipes in place

spiral wood glue to attach 4x4 plywood sheets together
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Take your 4x8 maple plywood sheet, 
cut it in half. Most hardware stores 
will cut this for you and make the trip 
home MUCH EASIER. 

Decide your top and use wood glue 
to adhere the two piece together. 
Clamp down and wait 24 hours before 
continuing forward. Add weight in 
the middle of the board. I used some 
bricks I had lying around the studio. 

Set this aside.

Clamp your ½” conduit pipe down to 
a table side. Make measurement marks 
at 27” + 54” on one side and make the 
same measurement marks on the other.  

Using a reciprocating saw + a metal 
cutting blade, cut the pipe at the 
marked measurements.

Sand your pipes down using a 120 grit 
sandpaper. The goal is to make the smooth 
surface a little scratched up and rough. 

Spray paint your conduit pipe gold and 
let dry. To ensure my pipes were sprayed 
cleanly, I simply fastened a string to a 
screw, fed the screw through the pipe and 
hung it up overnight to dry. This allowed 
me to spray paint all the way around the 
pipes without worrying about pooling.

Let dry.
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tracing the holes onto the second 18” round

trace holes from the template

size up your table base and put together

drill where you have marked the holes
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“Working off the 18” diameter 
round, I’m using a template 
I created ahead of time to 
ensure all my holes are exactly 
the correct distance apart from 
each other. You can download 

this template HERE.

Using the template, lay 
it on top and marking 
each hole accordingly 
onto your round.

Take your 11/17” (18mm)  
forstner bit and drill through the 
marks. Now, you’re probably 
wondering why I’m not using 
a ½ inch forstner bit for my ½ 
inch pipe? Well , each half inch 
conduit pipe isn’t a true half 
inch - so i looked up the true 
dimensions and I’ve deducted 
that i needed a 11/17” forstner 
bit not a ½ inch. Thank you 
nomenclature. 

Once you have all your holes 
cut out, place it on top of your 
second 18” diameter wood 
round and clamp together. 
Mark the holes with a pencil and 
remove the top piece to drill 
your second round. The reason 
I’m drilling my holes this way is to 
ensure that the holes are drilled 
in exactly the same direction and 
in exactly the same spot. Should 
there be any error, the holes will 
match on each side. Mark the 
holes using some kind of number 
system so that you don’t forget 
which hole is meant to match up 
together. Mark the numbers on 
the backside of each round.

Sand your two rounds using a  
220 grit sandpaper until smooth. 
Take your two rounds and  
(1) 24” diameter round and stain
using your desired stain colour.
I’m using a colour called: english
chestnut. Stain until you’re happy
with the colour and let dry.

stain after you sand the rounds

Note: You want to make sure you drill
your bit very straight through your wood 
round. You’ll also want to put a scrap 
piece of wood underneath your round. 

Template

file:///Users/heather/Desktop/Freelance/RTR%20Media/15%20Dining%20Room%20Table/Binder1.html
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sand top and edges

don’t forget to stain your 24” round

find the center point of your table top
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Coming back to our glued 
table top, remove the 
clamps and place on top of 
two sawhorses or a surface 
that provides you a 360 
surrounding. To make a 
perfect circle on your table, 
find the center point in your 
table top. Determine how 
big you want your table top 
to be. Mine is 4X4, meaning 
half my table is 24”. I then 
created my own DIY Chisel 
Compass. I’ve simply taken 
a scrap piece of 1x2 I had in 
my studio, cut it to 
26”, drilled a hole 
1” from each end 
and attached one 
side to the middle 
point of my table 
with a nail and 
used a second 
nail  attached to 
the other end. 
Now pivot the 
arm around 
the table, 
scribing a 
perfect circle 
into the top. 

Use a jig saw and 
cut your circle. 
Sand top + edges 
until smooth.

Pre-stain and stain your table top 
to prefered colour and let dry. 

Using a corner round bit 
and a router, round off the 
edges on both sides of your 
table. Sand Smooth.

second nail to scribe circle in top

round off the edges of both sides of your table

use jig saw and cut circle

pre-stain and stain your table top
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attach your table top, measure twice!
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Attach your table top to your 
base! This might take a few 
measurements back in forth to 
find the middle of your table, 
but the effort is worth it. 

Attach your table top using  
(4) 2” wood screws around  
the top 18” wood round.

VOILA!

screw through the 18” round

Voila! Break bread together!

Be sure to 
watch the 

Buy or DIY 
episode!
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Apply a nice finish to your table 
top, making sure to provide a 
light sand in between each coat. 
You’ll want to do at least 2-3 
coats to ensure your top is nice 
and durable. 

second nail to scribe circle in top

attach the 24” round to top bars

glue the openings 
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Take your two 18” rounds, match up the number 
systems you outlined earlier and begin to slide your  
pipes through each indicated hole, with the stained 
sides facing each other. Fitting the pipes should be 
quite tight. This might take a little finagling but it 
will go through. Then take the end you’ve decided 
is going to be your bottom and add super glue 
adhesive around the fittings of your round (on the 
bad side) and attach the 24” round to the bottom 
using two inch wood screws.

Stand your base up and use a hammer to knock the 
bar flush with the wood top and add your strong 
adhesive glue to the openings.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y583NiRRG1Q



